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D&T Curriculum Overview  

Year 5 

Designing and Making a Cam Toy 
Put those CREATIVE hats on Year 5! In this unit, children to look at different types of movement produced by cam 
mechanisms and to consider how these could be used to make a moving toy. They will investigate and explore a range 
of traditional cam toys from the past, linking this to their learning in History. The children will disassemble them to 

investigate how they work and how they are made. They will explore how cams use simple rotary actions to 
create linear motion. The children will design their own cam toy based using the knowledge they have gained and using 

their own creative ideas. During the making process, the children will explore how important it is for measuring 
accurately and checking before cutting any holes or gluing anything into place. They will realise that without this the 

mechanism may not work smoothly without measuring properly, which will increase their accuracy. They will make use 
of axles, axle holders and wheels that are fixed or free moving and develop an understanding of different types of 

movement. The children will experience a variety ofcutting and joining techniques with a range of materials including 

card, plastic and wood and develop an understanding of how to strengthen and stiffen structures.  

Designing and Making an iPad Cover or 
Tablet Case 

 

It’s really important to make sure that we protect 
our electronic devices and so in this unit, 

children will have the chance to CREATE and 
INNOVATE a brand new iPad or tablet cover. 
The children will learn how products such as 
iPad cases and tablet cases are designed for 
different purposes and people as a result of 
exploring existing products for themselves. The 

children will learn that designers must address a 

range of needs when designing iPad cover or 
tablet cases including appearance, safety, 

comfort, practicality and size. Children will 
learn about making accurate patterns/templates 

and detailed working drawings using existing 
products as their inspiration. They will develop 

making and finishing skills to enhance the 

quality of their iPad cover or tablet cases. The 
children will finish this unit by evaluating their 
products critically against design criteria and 

identifying what to do to improve them.    

Designing and Making our own Controllable Vehicles  
In this unit, children develop their understanding of how products can be driven by 
electricity. They will be using their learning of circuits to create their own electronic 
controllable vehicles! Using their Science learning the children will learn how to use 
motors within their models and how to control the speed and direction of 
movement. They will develop their designing skills by using their own ideas and 
experiences to produce clearly labelled drawings to show their final design. The 
children will use construction kits and a range of materials and components to 
develop their skills, knowledge and understanding. The children will produce a 
framework structure that will be controlled by an electrical circuit. They will 
develop this structure with cladding and appropriate finishing techniques to create 

a quality product. The children will have the opportunity to use the vehicles made 
in this unit to link to software on the computer which will enable children to 
experience writing procedures to control the movement and direction of their 
vehicles. 

 


